Fail-Safe Arrays
Medéa's fail-safe arrays offer the
highest levels of performance while
protecting the content stored on the array.

Striped Arrays
Medéa's striped arrays support high bandwidth
applications yet cost less than lower
performance just-a-bunch-of-disk (JBOD)
solutions. These disk arrays are ideal for the
content creator who needs a high performance
solution that can get the job done at the
lowest $/GB.

A Word About Compatibility
All VideoRaid disk arrays are subjected to exhaustive and on-going
compatibility tests. Medéa maintains an extensive compatibility test
lab equipped with the latest content creation gear. Medéa's
dedication to supporting third-party content creation tools
empowers VideoRaid users to focus on their creative endeavors,
not on technical issues.

VideoRaid RT3
5-drive desktop tower configuration



Single or Dual-Channel ATA
to Ultra320 SCSI Disk Arrays



Ultra Performance, Ultra
Low Cost



Supports real-time SD and
HD Applications



Plug and Play Installation



Compact Desktop or 3U
Rack Mountable Models

Our Highest Performance Striped Disk Array
VideoRaid RT3/RT3X disk arrays feature a fast single or dual-channel Ultra320 SCSI
interface and support the leading professional digital content creation systems from DV to HD and everything in between!
High Sustained Data Transfer Rates
A single 5-drive VideoRaid RT3 disk array sustains a data transfer rate up to 140
MB/second - more than enough performance to support multi-stream 10-bit
real-time SD and 10-bit 1080/24p HD NLE systems. The 10-drive VideoRaid
RT3X will sustain data rates over 250 MB/second!
Scalable Capacity to Over 30 Terabytes!
VideoRaid RT3/RT3X disk arrays are available in single unit capacities up to
2000/4000 GB, and can be daisy-chained together to configure over 60
Terabytes (60,000 GB) of high performance video storage on a dual channel
SCSI host adapter. That's nearly 1400 hours of 10-bit uncompressed SD footage!

VideoRaid RT3 / RT3X

These RAID-protected VideoRaids will continue to operate
with no loss of data and at full performance in the unlikely
event of a disk drive failure. The perfect solution for the
professional user who needs the ultimate in performance
and data security. Medéa's fail-safe disk arrays are the
industry's lowest cost fault tolerant storage solutions.

VideoRaid RT3/RT3X

VideoRaid is available in Fail-Safe or Striped
configurations with high performance SCSI or
"SAN-Ready" fibre channel interfaces

Easy Installation
Like all Medéa arrays, VideoRaid RT3 (and each channel of RT3X) appears to
your computer as one large SCSI disk drive. Simply attach VideoRaid RT3/RT3X
to a qualified SCSI host adapter and format as you would a single drive. No third
party configuration software or hardware is required.
Low Cost
VideoRaid RT3/RT3X disk arrays
provide the performance you need,
yet cost significantly less than SCSI
JBOD storage systems.

Tech Specs
Interface:
RT3: Ultra320 SCSI LVD
RT3X: Dual-Channel Ultra320 SCSI LVD
Sustained Data Rate:
RT3: 140 MB/second
RT3X: 250 MB/second

Visit the Medéa web site (www.medea.com) to view the latest list of
third-party products that are compatible with VideoRaid. If you
don't find your desired configuration, please call us toll free at
(888) BY-MEDEA (296-3332) as new products are tested regularly.
VideoRaid RT3X

SCSI Host Adapter
Compatibility:
Adaptec: 29160, 29320
39160, 39320
Atto: ExpressPCI UL3S,
UL3D UL4S, UL4D

10-drive 3U, 19” rack mountable configuration
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